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A GLIVENKO–CANTELLI THEOREM FOR ALMOST ADDITIVE
FUNCTIONS ON LATTICES
CHRISTOPH SCHUMACHER, FABIAN SCHWARZENBERGER, IVAN VESELIĆ
Abstract. We develop a Glivenko–Cantelli theory for monotone, almost additive
functions of i. i. d. sequences of random variables indexed by Zd. Under certain condi-
tions on the random sequence, short range correlations are allowed as well. We have
an explicit error estimate, consisting of a probabilistic and a geometric part. We ap-
ply the results to yield uniform convergence for several quantities arising naturally in
statistical physics.
1. Introduction
The classical Glivenko–Cantelli theorem states that the empirical cumulative distribution
functions of an increasing set of independent and identically distributed random variables
converge uniformly to the cumulative population distribution function almost surely.
Due to its importance to applications, e. g. statistical learning theory, the Glivenko–
Cantelli theorem is also called the “fundamental theorem of statistics”. The theorem has
initiated the study of so-called Glivenko–Cantelli classes as they feature, for instance, in
the Vapnik–Chervonenkis theory [VC71]. Generalizations of the fundamental theorem
rewrite the uniform convergence with respect to the real variable as convergence of a
supremum over a family (of sets or functions) and widen the family over which the
supremum is taken, making the statement “more uniform”. However, there are limits
to this uniformization: For instance, if the original distribution is continuous, there is
no convergence if the supremum is taken w. r. t. the family of finite subsets of the reals.
Thus, a balance has to be found between the class over which the supremum is taken
and the distribution of the random variables, the details of which are often dictated
by the application in mind. Another important extension are multivariate Glivenko–
Cantelli theorems, where the i. i. d. random variables are generalized to i. i. d. random
vectors with possibly dependent coordinates. Such results have been obtained e. g. in
[Rao62, Stu76, Deh71, Wri81]. In contrast to the classical one-dimensional Glivenko–
Cantelli theorem, where no assumptions on the underlying distribution is necessary, in
the higher dimensional case, one has to exclude certain singular continuous measures,
cf. Theorem 5.3. The multidimensional version of the Portmanteau theorem provides a
hint why such conditions are necessary. We apply these results in Section 5.
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To avoid confusion, let us stress that uniform convergence in the classical Glivenko–
Cantelli Theorem and in our result involves discontinuous functions, so it is quite different
to uniform convergence of differentiable functions, as it is encountered e.g. with power
series.
In many models of statistical physics one shows that certain random quantities are
self-averaging, i.e. possess a well defined non-random thermodynamic limit. This is
not only true for random operators of Schrödinger type, cf. e.g. [Spe86, PF92, Ves08],
but also for spin systems, cf. e.g. [Gri64, GL68, Vui77, WA90, Bov06]. Note however
that the latter papers, studying the free energy (and derived quantities), heavily use
specific properties of the exponential function (entering the free energy) like convexity
and smoothness. We lack these properties in the Glivenko–Cantelli setting and are thus
dealing with a completely different situation. The geometric ingredients of the proof of
the thermodynamic limit can be traced back to papers by Van Hove [VH49] and Følner
[Føl55]. This is why the exhaustion sets used in the thermodynamic limit are associated
with their names.
While standard statistical problems concern i. i. d. samples, an independence assumption
quickly appears unnatural in statistical physics. Neighboring entities in solid state mod-
els (such as atoms or spins) are unlikely to not influence each other. In order to treat
physically relevant scenarios one introduces a geometry to encode location and adjacency
relations between the random variables, which in turn are used to allow dependencies
between close random variables. In the present paper we choose Zd as our model of
physical space, although our methods should apply to amenable groups as well, at least
with an additional monotile condition. The focus on Zd allows us to avoid technicalities
of amenable groups with monotiles and can thus present our results in a simpler, more
transparent manner. Furthermore, we can achieve more explicit error bounds due to the
simple geometry of Zd.
Our main result is Theorem 2.6, which is a Glivenko–Cantelli type theorem for a class of
monotone, almost additive functions and suitable distributions of the random variables,
allowing spatial dependencies. Our precise hypotheses are spelled out in Assumption 2.1
and Definition 2.3. The theorem can be interpreted as a multi-dimensional ergodic
theorem with values in the Banach space of right continuous and bounded functions with
sup-norm, i. e. a uniform convergence result. Under slightly strengthened assumptions
we obtain an explicit error term for the convergence, which is a sum of a geometric and a
probabilistic part, cf. Theorem 2.8. While earlier Banach space valued ergodic theorems,
e. g. [LMV08, LSV10], have been restricted to a finite set of colors, we are able to treat
the real-valued case. To do this, we have to assume a monotonicity property, which
is satisfied in most cases of interest. We obtain a more explicit convergence estimate
than [LMV08], as well. This is due to the fact that we assume a short range correlation
condition, while [LMV08] assumes the existence of limiting frequencies. The Glivenko–
Cantelli result is applied to several examples from statistical physics in Sections 7 and 8.
The flexibility and generality of our probabilistic model is displayed in Appendix A.
For the proof we use two sets of ideas. The first one concerns geometric approximation
and tiling arguments for almost additive functions based on the amenability of the group
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Z
d going back to the mentioned seminal papers of Van Hove [VH49] and Følner [Føl55].
In the context of Banach space valued ergodic theorems they have been used for instance
in [Len02, LS05, LV09, LMV08, LSV10, PS12]. The second ingredient of the proof is
multivariate Glivenko–Cantelli theory, as developed in [Rao62, Stu76, Deh71, Wri81].
Our Theorem 5.5 shows that in our setting a large deviations type estimate derived by
Wright can be applied. The latter is a modification of the Dvoretzky–Kiefer–Wolfowitz
inequality [DKW56, Mas90].
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we present our notation and the
two main theorems. Section 3 contains an intuitive sketch of the proof in the case
Z
d “ Z, Section 4 geometric tiling and approximation arguments, Section 5 multivariate
Glivenko–Cantelli theory, Section 6 the proof of the main theorem, and Sections 7 and 8
examples.
2. Notation and main results
The geometric setting of this paper is given via Zd, which gives in a natural way rise to
a graph pZd, Eq. Here, the set of edges E is the subset of the power set of Zd, consisting
exactly of those tx, yu Ď Zd which satisfy ‖y ´ x‖1 “ 1. As usual ‖x‖1 “
řd
i“1|xi|
denotes the ℓ1-norm in Zd. By F we denote the (countable) set which consists of all
finite subsets of Zd. For Λ P F , we write |Λ| for the number of elements in Λ. The metric
on the set of vertices d : Zd ˆ Zd Ñ N0 is defined via the ℓ
1-norm, i. e. for x, y P Zd we
set dpx, yq :“ ‖y ´ x‖1. For two sets Λ1,Λ2 Ď Z
d we write dpΛ1,Λ2q :“ mintdpx, yq | x P
Λ1, y P Λ2u. In the case that Λ1 “ txu contains only one element we write dpx,Λ2q for
dptxu,Λ2q.
For Λ Ď Zd we write Λ` z :“ tx` z | x P Λu. A cube of side length n P N is a set which
is given by pr0, nqd X Zdq ` z for some z P Zd.
Using the metric d, we define for r P N0 the r-boundary of a set Λ Ď Z
d by
BrpΛq :“ tx P Λ | dpx,ZdzΛq ď ru Y tx P ZdzΛ | dpx,Λq ď ru.
Moreover, we set
(2.1) Λr :“ ΛzBrpΛq “ tx P Λ | dpx,ZdzΛq ą ru.
If pΛnqnPN (or short pΛnq) is a sequence of subsets of Z
d, we write pΛrnqnPN or pΛ
r
nq instead
of ppΛnq
rqnPN.
Note that for a cube Λn of side length n and r ď n{2 we have
|Λn| “ n
d, |Λrn| “ pn´ 2rq
d and |BrpΛnq| “ pn` 2rq
d ´ pn´ 2rqd.
In the following we introduce colorings of the elements of Zd. To this end, let A Ď R be
the set of possible colors. The sample set, which describes the set of all possible colorings
of Zd is given by
Ω :“ AZ
d
:“ tω “ pωzqzPZd | ωz P Au Ď R
Zd .
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For each z P Zd we define the translation
(2.2) τz : ΩÑ Ω, pτzωqx “ ωx`z, pz P Z
dq,
i. e. Zd acts on Ω via translations. For Λ P F we set ΩΛ :“ A
Λ :“ tω “ pωzqzPΛ | ωz P Au
and define ΠΛ : ΩÑ ΩΛ by
ΠΛpωq :“ ωΛ :“ pωzqzPΛ for ω “ pωzqzPZd P Ω.
We simplify Πz :“ Πtzu for z P Z
d. As usual, A is equipped with the Borel σ-algebra BpAq
inherited from R. Let BpΩq be the product σ-algebra on Ω. Let P be a probability
measure on pΩ,BpΩqq satisfying:
Assumption 2.1.
(M1) Translation invariance: For each z P Zd we have P ˝ τ´1z “ P.
(M2) Existence of densities: There are σ-finite measures µz, z P Z
d, on pA,BpAqq such
that for each Λ P F the measure PΛ :“ P ˝ Π
´1
Λ is absolutely continuous with
respect to µΛ :“
Â
zPΛ µz on pΩΛ,BpΩΛqq. We denote the density function by
ρΛ :“
dPΛ
dµΛ
. The measure PΛ is called a marginal measure of P. It is defined on
pΩΛ,BpΩΛqq, where BpΩΛq is again the product σ-algebra.
(M3) Independence at a distance: There exists r ě 0 such that for all n P N and non-
empty Λ1, . . . ,Λn Ď Z
d with mintdpΛi,Λjq | i ‰ ju ą r we have ρΛ “
śn
j“1 ρΛj ,
where Λ “
Ťn
j“1Λj .
Remark 2.2.
‚ The constant r ě 0 in (M3) can be interpreted as correlation length. In particular,
if r “ 0 this property implies that the colors of the vertices are independent.
‚ Conditions (M2) and (M3) are trivially satisfied, if P is a product measure.
‚ For examples of measures P satisfying (M1), (M2) and (M3) we refer to Appen-
dix A.
In the following we deal with partial orderings on Ω and ΩΛ, Λ P F . We write ω ď ω
1
for ω, ω1 P Ω if we have ωz ď ω
1
z for all z P Z
d, and analogously for ΩΛ.
We consider the Banach space
B :“ tF : RÑ R | F right-continuous and boundedu,
which is equipped with supremum norm ‖ ¨ ‖ :“ ‖ ¨ ‖8.
We now introduce a certain class of B-valued functions.
Definition 2.3. A function f : FˆΩÑ B is called admissible if the following conditions
are satisfied
(i) translation invariance: For Λ P F , z P Zd and ω P Ω we have
fpΛ` z, ωq “ fpΛ, τzωq.
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(ii) locality: For all Λ P F and ω, ω1 P Ω satisfying ΠΛpωq “ ΠΛpω
1q we have
fpΛ, ωq “ fpΛ, ω1q.
(iii) almost additivity: There exists a function b “ bf : F Ñ r0,8q such that for arbi-
trary ω P Ω, pairwise disjoint Λ1, . . . ,Λn P F and Λ :“
Ťn
i“1Λi we have
∥
∥
∥fpΛ, ωq ´
nÿ
i“1
fpΛi, ωq
∥
∥
∥ ď
nÿ
i“1
bpΛiq,
and b satisfies
‚ bpΛq “ bpΛ` zq for arbitrary Λ P F and z P Zd,
‚ DD “ Df ą 0 with bpΛq ď D|Λ| for arbitrary Λ P F ,
‚ limiÑ8 bpΛiq{|Λi| “ 0, if pΛiqiPN is a sequence of cubes with strictly increasing
side length.
(iv) coordinatewise monotonicity: There exists a sign vector s P t´1, 1uZ
d
such that for
all Λ P F and all ω, ω1 P Ω, z P Λ and E P R we have
ωΛztzu “ ω
1
Λztzu, ωz ď ω
1
z ùñ
#
fpΛ, ωqpEq ď fpΛ, ωqpEq if spzq “ 1, whereas
fpΛ, ωqpEq ě fpΛ, ωqpEq if spzq “ ´1.
(v) boundedness: We have
sup
ωPΩ
‖fpt0u, ωq‖ ă 8.
Remark 2.4. ‚ Property (ii) can be formulated as follows: fpΛ, ¨ q : Ω Ñ B is ΠΛ-
measurable. Property (ii) also enables us to define fΛ : ΩΛ Ñ B by fΛpωΛq :“ fpΛ, ωq
with Λ P F and ω P Ω. If |Λ| “ 1, we can identify ΩΛ “ A
Λ and A. With this
notation, (v) above translates into
sup
aPA
‖ft0upaq‖ ă 8.
‚ In our examples in Sections 7 and 8, bpΛq from (iii) can be chosen proportional to |B1Λ|,
the size of the 1-boundary of Λ P F . Accordingly, we call the function b “ bf boundary
term for f . For quantitative estimates it is handy to require additionally that there
exists r1 “ r1f P N and D
1 “ D1f ą 0 such that
bpΛq ď D1|Br
1
Λ|
for all cubes Λ P F . We call such a function b a proper boundary term.
‚ It is natural to call f with the property
fpΛ, ωq “
nÿ
i“1
fpΛi, ωq
additive with respect to the disjoint decomposition pΛiqi“1,...,n of Λ P F . Hence, it is
again natural to call (iii) almost additive, since the error term
řn
i“1 bpΛiq is in some
sense small. Alternatively, (iii) could be called low complexity or semi-locality of f . The
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information contained in fpΛ1q, . . . , fpΛnq does not differ much from the information
contained in fpΛq.
‚ Our examples in Sections 7 and 8 deal with antitone admissible functions, i. e. (iv) is
satisfied with spzq “ ´1 for all z P Zd.
‚ If f is admissible, then
Kf :“ sup
!
‖fpΛ,ωq‖
|Λ|
ˇˇˇ
ω P Ω,Λ P FztHu
)
ă 8.(2.3)
To see this, we choose Λ P F and ω P Ω arbitrarily and calculate as follows:
‖fpΛ, ωq‖ ď
∥
∥
∥fpΛ, ωq ´
ÿ
zPΛ
fptzu, ωq
∥
∥
∥ `
∥
∥
∥
ÿ
zPΛ
fptzu, ωq
∥
∥
∥
ď
ÿ
zPΛ
bptzuq `
ÿ
zPΛ
‖fptzu, ωq‖
ď D|Λ|`
ÿ
zPΛ
‖fpt0u, τ´zωq‖ ď
`
D ` sup
ωPΩ
‖fpt0u, ωq‖
˘
|Λ|.
Thus, Kf ď D ` supωPΩ‖fpt0u, ωq‖ ă 8.
Definition 2.5. For K,D,D1 ą 0 and r1 P N, we form the set
UK,D,D1,r1 “ tf : FˆΩÑ B | f admissible with Kf ď K,Df ď D,D
1
f ď D
1 and r1f ď r
1u
where Kf , Df , D
1
f and r
1
f are the constants from Definition 2.3 associated to f .
Let us state the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 2.6. Let A Ď R, Ω :“ AZ
d
and pΩ,BpΩq,Pq a probability space such that P
satisfies (M1), (M2) and (M3) with correlation length r P N0, and let f : F ˆ ΩÑ B be
an admissible function. Let further Λn :“ r0, nq X Z
d for n P N. Then there exists a set
Ω˜ P BpΩq of full measure and a function f˚ P B such that for every ω P Ω˜ we have
(2.4) lim
nÑ8
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
|Λn|
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥
∥
“ 0.
Remark 2.7. ‚ The following special case illustrates the relation to the Glivenko–
Cantelli theorem. Let P :“
Â
zPZ µ be a product measure on
Ś
Z
R, where µ is a
probability measure on R, and let fpΛ, ωqpEq :“
ř
zPΛ χp´8,Espωzq for Λ P F , ω P Ω
and E P R. Then f is an admissible function. The quantities fpΛn, ωqpEq{|Λn| “
|Λn|
´1ř
zPΛn δωz pp´8, Esq turn out to be the distribution functions of empirical mea-
sures. Theorem 2.6 now states that the empirical distribution functions converge uni-
formly. The limit f˚ is of course the distribution function of µ: f˚pEq “ µpp´8, Esq for
all E P R.
‚ We emphasize that the statement of Theorem 2.6 does not contain the measurability
of the set !
ω P Ω
ˇˇˇ
lim
nÑ8
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn,ωq
|Λn|
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥ “ 0
)
.
Instead, the claim is that this set contains a measurable subset Ω˜ of full measure. If the
probability space was complete, the above set would be measurable, too. We write all
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almost sure statements in explicit fashion, in order to avoid a completeness assumption
and measurability issues.
‚ The limit function f˚ inherits the boundedness from f , since there exists ω P Ω such
that
‖f˚‖ ď lim sup
nÑ8
´∥
∥
∥
fpΛn,ωq
|Λn|
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥`
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn,ωq
|Λn|
∥
∥
∥
¯
ď Kf .
‚ Note that Theorem 2.6 readily generalizes to absolutely convergent linear combinations
of admissible functions in the following sense. Let K,αj P R, j P N such that
ř
jPN|αj | ă
8 and fj, j P N, admissible functions such that Kfj ď K for all j P N. For each j P N,
Theorem 2.6 provides a limit function f˚j . We let f :“
ř
αjfj and f
˚ :“
ř
αjf
˚
j . Now
fix ε ą 0, find J P N such that
ř8
j“J |αj | ă
ε
2K and note that by the triangle inequality
for all ω P Ω˜ we have
lim sup
nÑ8
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn,ωq
|Λn|
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥ ď lim sup
nÑ8
ˆJ´1ÿ
j“1
|αj |
∥
∥
∥
fjpΛn,ωq
|Λn|
´ f˚j
∥
∥
∥`
8ÿ
j“J
|αj |
´∥
∥
∥
fjpΛn,ωq
|Λn|
∥
∥
∥` ‖f˚j ‖
¯˙
ă ε.
This shows that the coordinate-wise monotonicity (iv) can be somewhat weakened.
‚ By a Borel–Cantelli argument employing Theorem 5.3, the sequence of cubes Λn can in
fact be replaced by an arbitrary van Hove sequence pΛnqnPN, as long as for each Λn there
exists a collection of translates which tiles Zd. The set Ω˜ will depend on the sequence,
of course.
Next, we state that for functions with proper boundary terms the convergence in The-
orem 2.6 can be quantified by error terms. For the definition of the empirical measure
Lr,ωm,n see (4.6) and the notation xf, νy is introduced in (4.7).
Theorem 2.8. Let A Ď R, Ω :“ AZ
d
and pΩ,BpΩq,Pq a probability space such that P
satisfies (M1), (M2) and (M3) with correlation length r P N0, and let Λn :“ r0, nq X Z
d
for n P N. Let K,D,D1 ą 0 and r1 P N. Then, there exists a set Ω˜ P BpΩq of full
probability such that, for each m,n P N with n ą 2m ą 4r and ω P Ω˜, we have
sup
fPUK,D,D1,r1
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
|Λn|
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥ ď 22d`1
´p2K `Dqmd `D1r1d
n´ 2m
`
2pK `Dqrd ` 3D1r1d
m´ 2r
¯
` sup
fPUK,D,D1,r1
∥
∥xfΛrm, L
r,ω
m,n ´ PΛrmy
∥
∥
|Λm|
,
where f˚ is the limit given by Theorem 2.6 applied to f . Furthermore, for all m P N and
ω P Ω˜,
lim
nÑ8
sup
fPUK,D,D1,r1
∥
∥xfΛrm, L
r,ω
m,n ´ PΛrmy
∥
∥ “ 0.
Even more, for each ε ą 0 there exist a “ apε,m,Kq ą 0 and b “ bpε,m,Kq such that
for all n P N there is a measurable set Ωpε, nq with PpΩpε, nqq ě 1 ´ b expp´atn{mudq
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and
sup
fPUK,D,D1,r1
∥
∥xfΛrm, L
r,ω
m,n ´ PΛrmy
∥
∥ ď ε for all ω P Ωpε, nq.
Remark 2.9. ‚ It would be interesting to find an optimal explicit expression for a and b
in terms of ε, m, and K.
‚ As before, the monotonicity can be weakened, see Remark 2.7. Note in particular,
that a convex combination of functions in UK,D,D1,r1 still obeys the quantitative estimates
given by K,D,D1 and r1. The statement of Theorem 2.8 remains valid for the convex
combination since the geometric part is derived without the use of monotonicity and the
argument from Remark 2.7 applies to the probabilistic part.
Corollary 2.10. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.8, there exists a set Ω˜ P BpΩq with
PpΩ˜q “ 1 such that for all ω P Ω˜, we have
(2.5) sup
fPUK,D,D1,r1
sup
EPR
∣
∣
∣
∣
fpΛn, ωqpEq
|Λn|
´ f˚pEq
∣
∣
∣
∣
nÑ8
ÝÝÝÑ 0.
If furthermore for an admissible f , fpΛn, ωq : R Ñ R is an isotone function for all Λn
and ω P Ω˜, then the limit function f˚ P B is isotone, too. In particular, cummulative
distribution functions are preserved.
Proof. By Theorem 2.8, we have
0 ď lim
nÑ8
sup
fPUK,D,D1,r1
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
|Λn|
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥ ď 22d`1
2pK `Dqrd ` 3Dr1d
m´ 2r
mÑ8
ÝÝÝÝÑ 0.
Recall that the norm in B is the sup norm ‖ ¨ ‖ “ supEPR| ¨ pEq| to see (2.5).
If the functions fn,ω :“ fpΛn, ωq{|Λn| : RÑ R are increasing, then for all E,E
1 P R with
E ă E1 and ε ą 0 we find n P N such that ‖fn,ω ´ f
˚‖ ă ε{2 and
f˚pEq ď fnpEq ` ε{2 ď fnpE
1q ` ε{2 ď f˚pE1q ` ε.
Since ε ą 0 was arbitrary, f˚ is increasing, too. ,
3. Illustration of the idea of proof
Let us consider the exemplary situation of dimension d “ 1 and independently chosen
colors, i. e., the constant r from (M3) equals 0. In this case, the idea of the proof of
Theorem 2.6 is illustrated in the following line:
1
mk
f
`
r0,mkq, ω
˘ p1q
«
1
m
xfm, L
ω
m,mky
p2q
«
1
m
xfm,Pmy
p3q
« f˚,(3.1)
where 0 ! m ! k. Assume that n “ mk and Λn “ r0, nq. Then the left hand side
in (3.1) equals the approximant in Theorem 2.6. The function fm : Ωr0,mq Ñ B is defined
by fmpωq :“ fpr0,mq, ω
1q for ω1 P Π´1r0,mqptωuq, cf. Remark 2.4. L
ω
m,npBq is the empirical
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probability measure counting the number of occurrences of elements of B P BpΩr0,mqq at
the positions rjm, pj ` 1qmq, j “ 0, 1, . . . , k ´ 1 in ω, i. e.
(3.2) Lωm,n : BpΩr0,mqq Ñ r0, 1s, L
ω
m,n :“
1
k
k´1ÿ
j“0
δpτjmωqr0,mq “
1
k
k´1ÿ
j“0
δΠr0,mqpτjmωq.
We use the shortcut notation
xfm, L
ω
m,ny :“
ż
Ωr0,mq
fmpω
1qdLωm,npω
1q “
1
k
k´1ÿ
j“0
f
`
rjm, pj ` 1qmq, ω
˘
.
Let us discuss the three approximation steps separately.
(1) The “
p1q
«” means that the two expressions are getting close to each other ifm increases.
To see this we use almost additivity of an admissible function, cf. (iii) of Definition 2.3.
The detailed calculations will be presented in Section 4.
(2) In the second step we compare the empirical measure Lωm,mk with the marginal
measure Pm :“ Pr0,mq. The method of choice is a multivariate Glivenko–Cantelli
theorem, which we apply in a version of DeHardt and Wright. In this particular
situation it shows that for increasing k the expression xfm, L
ω
m,mky converges to
xfm,Pmy almost surely. This approximation step is explicitly discussed in Section 5.
(3) In the last step we make intensive use of almost additivity of f in order to obtain that
pxfm,Pmy{mqm is Cauchy sequence in B. As B is a Banach space, we can identify
the limit with an element f˚ P B. The details are found in Section 6.
Remark 3.1 (Frequencies). From the discussion of step (1) above it is clear that the
empirical measure counts occurrences of patterns at the positions rjm, pj ` 1qmq for
j “ 0, 1, . . . , k ´ 1. Thus, the corresponding sets are disjoint and their union covers
the whole interval r0, nq, n “ mk. In this sense, the present technique of counting
occurrences differs from the counting in certain papers. For instance in [LMV08, LSV10],
the authors count occurrences of patterns at each possible consecutive position, ignoring
the fact that they may overlap. In our setting, this would correspond to the situation
where the empirical measure is defined to count occurrences at all positions rj, j `mq,
j “ 0, 1, . . . ,mpk ´ 1q, i. e.,
L¯ωm,n : BpΩr0,mqq Ñ r0, 1s, L¯
ω
m,n :“
1
mpk ´ 1q ` 1
mpk´1qÿ
j“0
δpτjωqr0,mq .(3.3)
However, both ways of counting can be related to each other. The link can be seen best
by comparing with the average
1
mpk ´ 1q
mpk´1qÿ
j“1
δpτjωqr0,mq “
1
m
mÿ
i“1
1
k ´ 1
k´2ÿ
j“0
δpτjm`iωqr0,mq ,(3.4)
where the first observation δωr0,mq is discarded. Indeed, for large n “ mk, the difference
between L¯ωm,n and (3.4) vanishes. The right hand side of (3.4) shows that L¯
ω
m,n is
essentially a convex combination of empirical measures of the type (3.2). As k Ñ 8, all
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the empirical measures of type (3.2) in (3.4) converge to the same limit Pm, rendering
the convex combination harmless. Recall that in the approximation first the limit k Ñ 8
and afterwards the limit m Ñ 8 is performed. This shows that the empirical measure
defined in (3.3) converges to the same limit as the empirical measures in (3.2).
4. Approximation via the empirical measure
In the following we show how to estimate an admissible function f in terms of the
empirical measure. As in Theorem 2.6, let Λn “ pr0, nq X Zq
d for each n P N.
Our aim is to approximate for m ! n the set Λn using translates of the set Λm. To this
end, we define the grid
(4.1) Tm,n :“ tt P mZ
d | Λm ` t Ď Λnu.
Thus, we have |Tm,n| “ tn{mu
d, Λtn{mum “
9Ť
tPTm,n
pΛm ` tq “ Λm ` Tm,n, and
(4.2) ΛnzΛtn{mum Ď B
mpΛnq or equivalently Λ
m
n Ď Λtn{mum.
As in Remark 2.4, define for an admissible f and Λ P F the function
(4.3) fΛ : ΩΛ Ñ B, fΛpωq :“ fpΛ, ω
1q where ω1 P Π´1Λ ptωuq.
By locality (ii) of Definition 2.3, fΛ is well-defined. In the case Λ “ Λn, we write
(4.4) fn :“ fΛn and f
m
n :“ fΛmn
for m P N0. Next, we introduce the empirical measure L
ω
m,n by setting for ω P Ω and
m,n P N:
(4.5) Lωm,n : BpΩΛmq Ñ r0, 1s, L
ω
m,n “
1
|Tm,n|
ÿ
tPTm,n
δpτtωqΛm .
Here, δω : BpΩΛmq Ñ r0, 1s is the point measure on ω P ΩΛm. In the same manner, we
define Lr,ωm,n as an adaption of L
ω
m,n which ignores the r-boundary of Λm. The precise
definition is the following: for r P N0 we set
(4.6) Lr,ωm,n : BpΩΛrmq Ñ r0, 1s, L
r,ω
m,n “
1
|Tm,n|
ÿ
tPTm,n
δpτtωqΛrm
.
The variable r we used here will eventually be the constant from (M3), but here in
Section 4 we do not need that specific value.
As illustrated before in Section 3 we use for Λ P F , a bounded and measurable f : ΩΛ Ñ
B, and a measure ν on pΩΛ,BpΩΛqq the notation
(4.7) xf, νy :“
ż
ΩΛ
fpωqdνpωq.
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Lemma 4.1. Recall Λn :“ pr0, nq XZq
d. For any admissible function f : F ˆΩÑ B we
have, for all ω P Ω and all n,m, r P N with n ą 2m,
(4.8)
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
nd
´
xf rm, L
r,ω
m,ny
md
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď
bpΛtn{mumq
|Λtn{mum|
`
p2Kf `Dq|B
mpΛmn q|
|Λmn |
`
`
bpΛmq ` bpΛ
r
mq ` pKf `Dq|B
rpΛmq|
|Λm|
.
Moreover,
(4.9) lim
mÑ8
lim
nÑ8
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
nd
´
xf rm, L
r,ω
m,ny
md
∥
∥
∥
∥
“ 0.
Proof. Let ω P Ω and n,m, r P N be given such that n ą 2m. This condition ensures
that Λmn ‰ H. First we verify (4.8), and afterwards we show that this implies (4.9). By
the triangle inequality we obtain
(4.10)
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
nd
´
xf rm, L
r,ω
m,ny
md
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
|Λn|
´
fpΛn, ωq
|Λtn{mum|
∥
∥
∥
∥
`
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq ´ fpΛtn{mum, ωq
|Λtn{mum|
∥
∥
∥
∥
`
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛtn{mum, ωq
|Λtn{mum|
´
xfm, L
ω
m,ny
md
∥
∥
∥
∥
`
‖xfm, L
ω
m,ny ´ xf
r
m, L
r,ω
m,ny‖
md
.
We bound the four terms on the right hand side separately. To estimate the first term,
we use |Λtn{mum| ě |Λ
m
n |, see (4.2), and obtain
0 ď
1
|Λtn{mum|
´
1
|Λn|
ď
1
|Λmn |
´
1
|Λn|
“
|Λn|´ |Λ
m
n |
|Λn||Λmn |
ď
|BmpΛmn q|
|Λn||Λmn |
.
Applying the bound given by (2.3) in Remark 2.4, we get
(4.11)
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
|Λn|
´
fpΛn, ωq
|Λtn{mum|
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď Kf
|BmpΛmn q|
|Λmn |
.
In order to find an appropriate upper bound for the second term in (4.10) we use almost
additivity (iii), the inclusion (4.2) and Λˆm,n :“ ΛnzΛtn{mum to obtain
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq ´ fpΛtn{mum, ωq
|Λtn{mum|
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď
bpΛtn{mumq
|Λtn{mum|
`
bpΛˆn,mq
|Λtn{mum|
`
‖fpΛˆn,m, ωq‖
|Λtn{mum|
ď
bpΛtn{mumq
|Λtn{mum|
`
D|Λˆn,m|
|Λtn{mum|
`
Kf |Λˆn,m|
|Λtn{mum|
ď
bpΛtn{mumq
|Λtn{mum|
`
pKf `Dq|B
mpΛmn q|
|Λmn |
.(4.12)
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To approximate the third term in (4.10), we calculate using translation invariance (i) of
admissible functions
xfm, L
ω
m,ny “
ż
ΩΛm
fmpω
1qdLωm,npω
1q “
1
|Tm,n|
ÿ
tPTm,n
ż
ΩΛm
fmpω
1qdδpτtωqΛm pω
1q
“
1
|Tm,n|
ÿ
tPTm,n
fmppτtωqΛmq “
1
|Tm,n|
ÿ
tPTm,n
fpΛm ` t, ωq.(4.13)
This and (iii) of Definition 2.3 give
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛtn{mum, ωq
|Λtn{mum|
´
xfm, L
ω
m,ny
|Λm|
∥
∥
∥
∥
“
1
|Tm,n||Λm|
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛtn{mum, ωq ´
ÿ
tPTm,n
fpΛm ` t, ωq
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď
1
|Tm,n||Λm|
ÿ
tPTm,n
bpΛm ` tq “
bpΛmq
|Λm|
.(4.14)
Finally, we estimate the fourth term. In the same way as in (4.13) we obtain
xf rm, L
r,ω
m,ny “
1
|Tm,n|
ÿ
tPTm,n
fpΛrm ` t, ωq.
Application of the triangle inequality, ΛmzΛ
r
m “ Λm X B
rpΛmq Ď B
rpΛmq and (iii) of
Definition 2.3 as well as (2.3) lead to
‖xfm, L
ω
m,ny ´ xf
r
m, L
r,ω
m,ny‖ ď
1
|Tm,n|
ÿ
tPTm,n
‖fpΛm ` t, ωq ´ fpΛ
r
m ` t, ωq‖
ď
1
|Tm,n|
ÿ
tPTm,n
`
bpΛrmq ` bpΛmzΛ
r
mq ` ‖fppΛmzΛ
r
mq ` t, ωq‖
˘
ď bpΛrmq ` pKf `Dq|B
rpΛmq|.(4.15)
It remains to combine (4.10) with the bounds (4.11), (4.12), (4.14) and (4.15) to ob-
tain (4.8).
Let us turn to (4.9). As required, we first perform the limit n Ñ 8. In (4.8), the
bounding terms affected by this limit vanish, due to property (iii) and the fact that Zd
is amenable:
lim
nÑ8
ˆ
bpΛtn{mumq
|Λtn{mum|
`
p2Kf `Dq|B
mpΛmn q|
|Λmn |
˙
“ 0.
Secondly, we let mÑ8. Since bpΛrmq{|Λm| ď bpΛ
r
mq{|Λ
r
m| for m ą 2r, this takes care of
the remaining terms of the upper bound in (4.8).
lim
mÑ8
bpΛmq ` bpΛ
r
mq ` pKf `Dq|B
rpΛmq|
|Λm|
“ 0.
Thus, (4.9) follows. ,
Remark 4.2. Let us emphasize that the statement of the lemma is not an “almost
sure”-statement, but rather holds for all ω P Ω.
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5. Application of Multivariate Glivenko–Cantelli Theory
We briefly restate multivariate Glivenko–Cantelli results in Theorem 5.3 and apply this
result to our setting in Theorem 5.6. To do so, we need some notions concerning mono-
tonicity in Rk.
Definition 5.1. Let k P N.
‚ Let s P t´1, 1uk. The closed cone Cs with sign vector s is the set
Cs :“ tx “ pxjqj“1,...,k P R
k | @j P t1, . . . , ku : xjsj ě 0u.
The closed cone with sign vector s and apex x P Rk is Cspxq :“ x` Cs.
‚ A function f : Rk Ñ R is monotone, if it is monotone in each coordinate, i. e.
there exists s P t´1, 1uk such that, for all x, y P Rk,
y P Cspxq ùñ fpyq ě fpxq.
‚ A set Υ Ď Rk is a monotone graph, if there exists a sign vector s P t´1, 1uk such
that, for all x P Υ,
ΥX Cspxq Ď BCspxq,
where BC denotes the boundary of C in Rk.
‚ A set Υ Ď Rk is a strictly monotone graph, if there exists a sign vector s P t´1, 1uk
such that, for all x P Υ,
ΥX Cspxq “ txu.
Remark 5.2.
‚ This notion of monotonicity is compatible with (iv) in Definition 2.3.
‚ We want to emphasize that in the above definition a second meaning of the notion
of a graph was used. In Section 2 a graph was introduced as a pair consisting
of a set of vertices and a set of edges. In contrast to that, Definition 5.1 states
that a monotone graph is a certain subset of Rk. In order to distinguish both
meanings we will always insert the term monotone when speaking about subsets
of Rk.
The following theorem is proven in [Wri81, Theorem 1 and 2]. Recall that the continuous
part µc of a measure µ on R
k is given by µcpAq :“ µpAq ´
ř
xPA µtxu for all Borel sets
A P BpRkq.
Theorem 5.3 (DeHardt, Wright). Let pΩ,A,Pq be a probability space and Xt : ΩÑ R
k,
t P N, independent and identically distributed random variables with distribution µ, i. e.,
µpAq :“ PpX1 P Aq for all A P BpR
kq. For each J Ď t1, . . . , ku, J ‰ H, let µJ be the
distribution of the vector pXj1qjPJ consisting of the coordinates j P J of the vector X1 “
pXj1qjPt1,...,ku, i. e. a marginal of µ. We denote by
Ln : Ωˆ BpR
kq Ñ R, Lpωqn pAq :“
1
n
nÿ
t“1
δXtpωq
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the empirical distribution corresponding to the sample pX1, . . . ,Xnq, n P N. Fix further
M ą 0 and let
M :“ tf : Rk Ñ R | f monotone and sup|fpRkq| ďMu.
Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) For all J Ď t1, . . . , ku, J ‰ H, the continuous part µJc of the marginal µ
J of µ
vanishes on every strictly monotone graph Υ Ď RJ :
µJc pΥq “ 0.
(ii) There exists a set Ω1 P A of full probability PpΩ1q “ 1 such that, for all ω P Ω1,
sup
fPM
|xf, Lpωqn ´ µy|
nÑ8
ÝÝÝÑ 0.
(iii) For all ε ą 0, there are a “ apεq ą 0 and b “ bpεq ą 0 such that for all n P N there
exists an Ωε,n P A, such that for all ω P Ωε,n, we have
sup
fPM
|xf, Lpωqn ´ µy| ď ε and PpΩε,nq ě 1´ b expp´anq.
Remark 5.4. Note that if we knew that the set tω P Ω | supfPM|xf, L
pωq
n ´ µy| ě εu
was measurable, we could rephrase (iii) as follows. For all ε ą 0, the probabilities
PpsupfPM|xf, L
pωq
n ´ µy| ě εq converge exponentially fast to zero as nÑ8.
We provide a sufficient condition for (i) in Theorem 5.3 and apply the theorem to our
setting. The idea to use product measures in the context of Glivenko–Cantelli type
theorems appears already in [Stu76].
Theorem 5.5. Let µ be a measure on Rk which is absolutely continuous with respect to
a product measure
Âk
j“1 µj on R
k, where µj, j P t1, . . . , ku are measures on R. Then,
for each strictly monotone graph Υ Ď Rk we have µcpΥq “ 0, where µc is the continuous
part of µ. Moreover, (i) from Theorem 5.3 is satisfied.
Proof. Let ρ be the density of µ with respect to
Âk
j“1 µj. We define the set of atoms
of µ,
S :“ tx P Rk | µtxu ą 0u , and Sj :“ txj P R | µjtxju ą 0u pj P t1, . . . , kuq.
Then we have S Ď S1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sk, and for each x “ px1, . . . , xkq P S1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sk, we have
(5.1) µtxu “ ρpxq
źk
j“1
µjtxju.
This implies in particular that for all x P S1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ SkzS, we have ρpxq “ 0.
In order to prove µcpΥq “ 0 it is sufficient to show
(5.2) µpΥq “
ÿ
xPSXΥ
µtxu.
We will prove this by induction over k. If k “ 1 then a strictly monotone graph is a
singleton, i. e. Υ “ txu for some x P R. Thus, (5.2) holds true. In the case k ą 1 we
assume that (5.2) holds for k ´ 1 and proceed by disintegration. Note that, for z P R,
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the cross section Υz :“ ty P R
k´1 | py, zq P Υu is itself a strictly monotone graph
in Rk´1. Using the cross section ρz : R
k´1 Ñ R, ρzpyq :“ ρpy, zq, z P R, of the density,
we define the cross section µz :“ ρz
Âk´1
j“1 µj of the measure µ. By Fubini’s Theorem,
the disintegration of µ is
µpdpy, zqq “ ρzpyq
k´1â
j“1
µjpdyjq b µkpdzq.
By the induction hypothesis we obtain
(5.3)
µpΥq “
ż
R
ˆż
Rk´1
χΥzpyqµzpdyq
˙
µkpdzq
“
ż
R
µzpΥzqµkpdzq “
ż
R
ÿ
yPS¯XΥz
µztyuµkpdzq,
where S¯ :“ S1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆSk´1. The next aim is to show that the set Z :“ tz P R | S¯XΥz ‰
Hu is countable. To this end, we will use that S¯ is countable, define two mappings
ϕ : S¯ Ñ pS¯ ˆ Rq XΥ and ψ : pS¯ ˆ Rq XΥÑ Z
and show that they are surjective. We first define ϕ. Let py, zq, py, z1q P pS¯ ˆRq XΥ be
given and assume without loss of generality that z ď z1. Let s P t´1, 1uk be the sign
vector of Υ from Definition 5.1, and, again without loss of generality, consider the case
spkq “ 1. Then we have
Cspy, zq XΥ “ tpy, zqu and Cspy, z
1q XΥ “ tpy, z1qu.
As z ď z1 and spkq “ 1, we have Cspy, zq Ě Cspy, z
1q, such that we obtain
tpy, zqu “ Cspy, zq XΥ Ě Cspy, z
1q XΥ “ tpy, z1qu.
This shows that if y P S¯ is such that there exists an element z P R with py, zq P Υ, then
this z is unique. Let h P pS¯ ˆ Rq XΥ be arbitrary but fixed and set
ϕ : S¯ Ñ pS¯ ˆ Rq XΥ, ϕpyq :“
#
py, zq if py, zq P Υ, and
h if ptyu ˆ Rq XΥ “ H.
This ϕ is well-defined and surjective. The mapping ψ is defined by
ψ : pS¯ ˆ Rq XΥÑ Z, ψpy, zq :“ z.
To check that ψ is surjective let z P Z be given. Then there exists y P S¯ XΥz. Thus, by
definition of Υz we have py, zq P Υ and py, zq P S¯ ˆ R. This shows that py, zq is in the
domain of ψ and ψpy, zq “ z.
The surjectivity of ϕ and ψ and the fact that S¯ is countable show that Z is countable.
Therefore the last integral in (5.3) is actually a sum:
µpΥq “
ż
R
ÿ
yPS¯XΥz
µztyuµkpdzq “
ÿ
zPSk
ÿ
yPS¯XΥz
µztyuµktzu “
ÿ
xPSXΥ
µtxu.
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Here, the last equality follows from (5.1),
Ť
zPSk
pS¯ X Υzq ˆ tzu Ě S X Υ, and the fact
that ρ vanishes on ď
zPSk
pS¯ XΥzq ˆ tzuzpS XΥq Ď S1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ SkzS.
This finishes the induction and we obtained (5.2) and µcpΥq “ 0.
Let J Ď t1, . . . , ku such that J ‰ H and Jc :“ t1, . . . , kuzJ ‰ H. Define ρJ : RJ Ñ R
via
ρJpxJq :“
ż
RJ
c
ρpxqd
â
jPJc
µjpx
Jcq,
where x “ pxJ , xJ
c
q P RJ ˆ RJ
c
. The function ρJ is the density of the marginal µJ of µ
with respect to
Â
jPJ µj, since by Fubini for all A P BpR
Jq
µJpAq “
ż
Rk
χApx
Jqρpxqd
kâ
j“1
µjpxq “
ż
A
ρJpxJqd
â
jPJ
µjpx
Jq.
Thus, the above calculation applies for all marginals of µ, too. This shows (i) from
Theorem 5.3. ,
Now we approximate the empirical measure Lr,ωm,n using the measure P
r
m, see step (2)
in Section 3. The connection to Assumption 2.1 is established by Theorem 5.5. As
announced before we apply the multivariate Glivenko–Cantelli Theorem 5.3 for the proof
of Theorem 5.6.
Theorem 5.6. Let Λn :“ r0, nqXZ
d, n P N, a set A Ď R, Ω :“ AZ
d
, a probability space
pΩ,BpΩq,Pq such that P satisfies (M1), (M2) and (M3) and an admissible function f
be given. Besides this let for m,n P N and ω P Ω the empirical measure Lr,ωm,n be given
as in (4.6) and let Prm :“ PΛrm be the marginal measure, where r is the constant given
by (M3). Then there exists a set Ω˜ P BpΩq of full measure, such that for all ω P Ω˜ and
all m P N:
lim
nÑ8
‖xf rm, L
r,ω
m,n ´ P
r
my‖ “ 0.(5.4)
Furthermore, for K,D,D1 ą 0 and r1 P N, we have for all ω P Ω˜ and m P N
lim
nÑ8
sup
fPUK,D,D1,r1
‖xf rm, L
r,ω
m,n ´ P
r
my‖ “ 0.(5.5)
Additionally, for each ε ą 0 there exist a “ apε,m,Kq ą 0 and b “ bpε,m,Kq such that
for all n P N there is a measurable set Ωpε, nq with PpΩpε, nqq ě 1 ´ b expp´atn{mudq
and
(5.6) sup
fPUK,D,D1,r1
‖xf rm, L
r,ω
m,n ´ P
r
my‖ ď ε for all ω P Ωpε, nq.
Proof. Let m P N be given. We set k :“ |Λrm| and embed ΩΛrm Ď R
k. Fix an admissible
function f . For each E P R, there exists a monotone and bounded function grm,E : R
k Ñ R
which extends f rmp ¨ qpEq : ΩΛrm Ñ R, i. e. f
r
mpωqpEq “ g
r
m,Epωq for all ω P ΩΛrm . In fact,
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grm,E can be bounded by kKf , where Kf is the constant introduced in (2.3). Thus, the
set Mf :“ tg
r
m,E | E P Ru is monotone and bounded by kKf , see Remark 2.4.
In order to apply the Glivenko–Cantelli Theorem 5.3, we enumerate r0,8qdXmZd with
a sequence ptℓqℓPN such that, for all q P N,
tt1, . . . , tqdu “ r0,mqq
d XmZd.
Consider further for each ℓ P N the mapping
Xrℓ : ΩÑ ΩΛrm Ď R
k, Xrℓ pωq :“ ΠΛrmpτ
´1
tℓ
ωq.
By (M3) the random variables Xrℓ , ℓ P N are independent with respect to the measure P
on pΩ,BpΩqq. Moreover, applying (M1) shows that Xrℓ , ℓ P N, are identically distributed.
By definition, the empirical measure of Xrℓ , ℓ P t1, . . . , |Tm,n|u, where |Tm,n| “ tn{mu
d, is
exactly the empirical measure Lr,ωm,n given in (4.6). According to (M2), the measure P
r
m
is absolutely continuous with respect to a product measure on ΩΛrm . We trivially extend
P
r
m and L
r,ω
m,n to measures on R
k (and use the same names for the extensions). This
allows to apply Theorem 5.5, which gives (i) of Theorem 5.3. Thus, the Glivenko–
Cantelli theorem implies that (for the m P N chosen above) there is a set Ωm P BpΩq of
probability one such that for each ω P Ωm we have
∥
∥xf rm, L
r,ω
m,n ´ P
r
my
∥
∥ “ sup
gPMf
∣
∣xg, Lr,ωm,n ´ P
r
my
∣
∣ nÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 0,
since the supremum is bounded by the supremum in (ii) from Theorem 5.3. By the same
token,
sup
fPUK,D,D1,r1
∥
∥xf rm, L
r,ω
m,n ´ P
r
my
∥
∥ “ sup
fPUK,D,D1,r1
sup
gPMf
∣
∣xg, Lr,ωm,n ´ P
r
my
∣
∣ nÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 0.
In the light of that, the claimed convergences in (5.4) and (5.5) hold independently
from m for all ω P Ω˜ :“
Ş
mPN Ωm. To obtain (5.6) we apply Theorem 5.3, (iii). ,
6. Almost additivity and limits, Proof of Theorem 2.6
Next we investigate the expression xf rm,P
r
my for large m. This is the third and last step
in our approximation scheme. Thus, this step brings us in the position to prove our
main results, namely Theorems 2.6 and 2.8.
Lemma 6.1. Let A Ď R, Ω :“ AZ
d
, a probability space pΩ,BpΩq,Pq such that P satisfies
(M1), (M2) and (M3), an admissible function f and the sequence pΛnq with Λn “ pr0, nqX
Zqd, n P N be given. Besides this, let r be the constant from (M3) and let for m P N
the marginal measure Prm :“ PΛrm and the function f
r
m be given as in (4.4). Then there
exists a function f˚ P B with
lim
mÑ8
∥
∥
∥
∥
xf rm,P
r
my
md
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥
∥
“ 0.(6.1)
Furthermore, we have, with b and D from Definition 2.3 and Kf from Remark 2.4, for
all m P N ∥
∥
∥
∥
xf rm,P
r
my
md
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď
bpΛrmq
md
` pKf `Dq
|BrpΛmq|
md
.
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Proof. Let us define F : F Ñ B by setting for each Λ P F :
F pΛq :“ xfΛ,PΛy “
ż
ΩΛ
fΛpωqdPΛpωq “
ż
Ω
fpΛ, ωqdPpωq.
With this notation, it is sufficient to show that pF pΛrmq{m
dqmPN is a Cauchy sequence.
First, we note that F is translation invariant, i. e. F pΛ`tq “ F pΛq. To see this, use (M1)
and (i) of Definition 2.3. Note also, that F is almost additive with the same b and D
as f , see (iii) of the same definition. Furthermore, it follows from Remark 2.4 that F
is bounded in the following sense: For all Λ P F , we have F pΛq ď Kf |Λ| with the same
constant Kf as in (2.3).
Next, assume that two integers m,M with m ďM are given. As in (4.1), set
Tm,M :“ tt P pmZq
d | Λm ` t Ď ΛM u.
We are interested in an estimate of the difference
δpm,Mq :“
∥
∥
∥
∥
F pΛrM q
Md
´
F pΛrmq
md
∥
∥
∥
∥
.(6.2)
To study this we use the triangle inequality and get
δpm,Mq ď
αpm,Mq
Md
` βpm,Mq(6.3)
with
αpm,Mq :“
∥
∥
∥
∥
F pΛrM q ´
ÿ
tPTm,M
F pΛrm ` tq
∥
∥
∥
∥
, βpm,Mq :“
∥
∥
∥
∥
F pΛrmq
md
´
ÿ
tPTm,M
F pΛrm ` tq
Md
∥
∥
∥
∥
.
In order to estimate αpm,Mq, note that
ΛrM “
9ď
tPTm,M
pΛrm ` tq 9Y
´
ΛrM X
9ď
tPTm,M
ppΛm X B
rpΛmqq ` tq
¯
9Y ΛrMzpΛtM{mumq.
This and (iii) of Definition 2.3 yield
αpm,Mq
ď
ÿ
tPTm,M
´
bpΛrmq ` b
`
ΛrM X ppΛm X B
rpΛmqq ` tq
˘
`
∥
∥F
`
ΛrM X ppΛm X B
rpΛmqq ` tq
˘∥
∥
¯
` bpΛrM zΛtM{mumq ` ‖F pΛ
r
M zΛtM{mumq‖
ď |Tm,M |bpΛ
r
mq ` pKf `Dq|Tm,M ||B
rpΛmq|` pKf `Dq|Λ
r
M zΛtM{mum|.
Here, we also used translation invariance of F and property (v) of Definition 2.3. Dividing
this term by Md and using |Tm,M |m
d ďMd as well as (4.2) leads to
αpm,Mq
Md
ď
bpΛrmq
md
` pKf `Dq
|BrpΛmq|
md
` pKf `Dq
|BmpΛM q|
Md
.
To estimate βpm,Mq we apply again translation invariance of F and obtain
βpm,Mq “
∥
∥
∥
∥
F pΛrmq
md
´
|Tm,M |F pΛ
r
mq
Md
∥
∥
∥
∥
“
ˆ
1
md
´
tM{mud
Md
˙
‖F pΛrmq‖.
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Using the properties of the boundary term b, the above bounds on αpm,Mq and βpm,Mq
yield
lim
mÑ8
lim
MÑ8
δpm,Mq “ 0.(6.4)
This is equivalent to pF pΛrmq{m
dqmPN being a Cauchy sequence. To see this in detail,
choose ε ą 0 arbitrarily. Then, by (6.4), there existsm0 P N such that limMÑ8 δpm0,Mq ď
ε{4. Therefore, we find M0 P N satisfying δpm0,Mq ď ε{2 for all M ě M0. Now, let
j, k ěM0 be arbitrary. Then we obtain using the triangle inequality
∥
∥
∥
∥
F pΛrjq
jd
´
F pΛrkq
kd
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď
∥
∥
∥
∥
F pΛrjq
jd
´
F pΛrm0q
md0
∥
∥
∥
∥
`
∥
∥
∥
∥
F pΛrm0q
md0
´
F pΛrkq
kd
∥
∥
∥
∥
“ δpm0, jq ` δpm0, kq ď ε.
This shows that pF pΛrmq{|Λm|qmPN is a Cauchy sequence and hence convergent in the
Banach space B.
Now, that we know that the limit f˚ exists, we can study the speed of convergence.
∥
∥
∥
∥
xf rm,P
r
my
md
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥
∥
“ lim
MÑ8
∥
∥
∥
∥
xf rm,P
r
my
md
´
xf rM ,P
r
My
Md
∥
∥
∥
∥
“ lim
MÑ8
δpm,Mq
ď lim
MÑ8
´αpm,Mq
Md
` βpm,Mq
¯
ď
bpΛrmq
md
` pKf `Dq
|BrpΛmq|
md
. ,
Now we are in the position to prove the main theorem of this paper.
Proof of Theorems 2.6 and 2.8. The proof is basically a combination of Lemmas 4.1
and 6.1 and Theorem 5.6. We choose Ω˜ as in Theorem 5.6, r as the constant from (M3)
and f˚ P B according to Lemma 6.1. Then we have for arbitrary m P N and ω P Ω˜:
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
nd
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
nd
´
xf rm, L
r,ω
m,ny
md
∥
∥
∥
∥
`
∥
∥
∥
∥
xf rm, L
r,ω
m,ny
md
´
xf rm,P
r
my
md
∥
∥
∥
∥
`
∥
∥
∥
∥
xf rm,P
r
my
md
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥
∥
.
Each of the above mentioned results controls one of the error terms on the right hand
side, which leads to
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
|Λn|
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď Gpm,nq `m´d
∥
∥xf rm, L
r,ω
m,ny ´ xf
r
m,P
r
my
∥
∥
with
Gpm,nq :“
bpΛtn{mumq
|Λtn{mum|
`
p2K `Dq|BmpΛmn q|
|Λmn |
`
2bpΛrmq ` bpΛmq ` 2pK `Dq|B
rpΛmq|
|Λm|
.
Taking first the limit n Ñ 8 and afterwards the limit m Ñ 8 on both sides proves
Theorem 2.6.
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To establish Theorem 2.8, we use the additional hypotheses on the boundary term and
estimate Gpm,nq. First we note for n ě 2r
|BrpΛnq| “ pn` 2rq
d ´ pn´ 2rqd “
dÿ
j“0
ˆ
d
j
˙
p1´ p´1qkqp2rqjnd´j ď 22d`1rdnd´1.
Therefore,
bpΛnq
|Λn|
ď
|Br
1
pΛnq|D
1
|Λn|
ď
22d`1r1dD1
n
holds for all n ě 2r1. With Λmn “ Λn´2m ` pm,m, . . . ,mq, it is now straightforward to
verify
Gpm,nq ď 22d`1
´p2K `Dqmd `D1r1d
n´ 2m
`
2pK `Dqrd ` 3D1r1d
m´ 2r
¯
.
The two claims about supfPUK,D,D1,r1
∥
∥xf rm, L
r,ω
m,ny ´ xf
r
m,P
r
my
∥
∥ follow from Theorem 5.6.
,
7. Eigenvalue counting functions for the Anderson model
In the following, we introduce the Anderson model on Zd or, more precisely, on the graph
with nodes Zd and nearest neighbor bonds. For the corresponding Schrödinger opera-
tors we show that the associated eigenvalue counting functions almost surely converge
uniformly.
The Laplace operator ∆: ℓ2pZdq Ñ ℓ2pZdq is given by
p∆ϕqpzq “
ÿ
x:dpx,zq“1
`
ϕpxq ´ ϕpzq
˘
pz P Zdq.
In order to define a random potential, we introduce the corresponding probability space.
We fix the canonical space Ω :“ AZ
d
, where A Ď R is an arbitrary subset of R. As before
we equip Ω with BpΩq, the σ-algebra on Ω generated by the cylinder sets. Moreover,
we chose a probability measure P : BpΩq Ñ r0, 1s satisfying (M1), (M2) and (M3). In
particular, a product measure P “
ś
zPZ µ is allowed, where µ : BpAq Ñ r0, 1s is a
measure on pA,BpAqq. An alternative way to specify such a product measure is to say
that the projections Ω Q pωxqxPZ Ñ ωz, z P Z, are A-valued i. i. d. random variables.
The random potential V “ pVωqωPΩ is now defined by setting for each ω “ pωzqzPZd P Ω:
(7.1) Vω : ℓ
2pZdq Ñ ℓ2pZdq, pVωϕqpzq “ ωzϕpzq pϕ P ℓ
2pZdq, z P Zdq.
Together, the Laplace operator and the random potential form the random Schrödinger
operator H “ pHωqωPΩ:
(7.2) Hω : ℓ
2pZdq Ñ ℓ2pZdq, Hω :“ ´∆` Vω.
This operator is almost surely self-adjoint and ergodic by (M1) and (M3). Thus, the
spectrum σpHωq of Hω is a non-random subset of R, cf. [PF92]. In the following we
are interested in the distribution of σpHωq on R. The function which describes this
distribution is called integrated density of states.
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Let us define finite dimensional restrictions of H. To this end, consider for a given set
Λ P F the projection
(7.3) pΛ : ℓ
2pZdq Ñ ℓ2pΛq, ppΛϕqpzq :“ ϕpzq, pϕ P ℓ
2pZdq, z P Λq
and the inclusion
(7.4) iΛ : ℓ
2pΛq Ñ ℓ2pZdq, piΛϕqpzq :“
#
ϕpzq if z P Λ,
0 otherwise,
pϕ P ℓ2pΛq, z P Zdq.
Now, for any ω P Ω and Λ P F we set
HΛω : ℓ
2pΛq Ñ ℓ2pΛq, HΛω :“ pΛHωiΛ.
The corresponding eigenvalue counting function is given by
fpΛ, ωq :“
´
R Q x ÞÑ Tr
`
χp´8,xspH
Λ
ω q
˘¯
.(7.5)
Here, χp´8,xspH
Λ
ω q denotes the spectral projection of H
Λ
ω on the interval p´8, xs. Thus,
fpΛ, ωqpxq equals the number of eigenvalues (counted with multiplicities) of HΛω which
do not exceed x.
Lemma 7.1. The eigenvalue counting function f : FˆΩÑ B given by (7.5) is admissible
in the sense of Definition 2.3. It admits a proper boundary term, and possible constants
for f are D “ D1 “ 8, K “ 9 and r1 “ 1.
Proof. We verify (i) to (v) of Definition 2.3.
(i) Let Λ P F and z P Zd be given. Using the definitions of the potential Vω in (7.1),
the translation τz in (2.2), the projection pΛ in (7.3) and the inclusion iΛ in (7.4)
we obtain
pΛVτzωiΛ “ pΛ`zVωiΛ`z.
This generalizes to HΛτzω “ H
Λ`z
ω and hence implies for each x P R
fpΛ, τzωqpxq “ Tr
`
χp´8,xspH
Λ
τzωq
˘
“ Tr
`
χp´8,xspH
Λ`z
ω q
˘
“ fpΛ` z, ωqpxq.
(ii) Let Λ P F be given. Obviously, for all ω, ω1 P Ω with ΠΛpωq “ ΠΛpω
1q we have
HΛω “ H
Λ
ω1 . Thus, we obtain fpΛ, ωq “ fpΛ, ω
1q.
(iii) In order to show almost additivity, we make use of the following estimate, which
holds for Λ1 Ď Λ P F and arbitrary ω P Ω:
‖fpΛ, ωq ´ fpΛ1, ωq‖ ď 4|ΛzΛ1|.(7.6)
This bound can be verified using the min-max-principle, cf. appendix of [LSV10].
Now let n P N, disjoint sets Λi P F , i “ 1, . . . , n and Λ :“
Ťn
i“1Λi P F be given.
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With triangle inequality and (7.6) we obtain for each ω P Ω:
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛ, ωq ´
nÿ
i“1
fpΛi, ωq
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛ, ωq ´ f
´ nď
i“1
Λ1i , ω
¯∥
∥
∥
∥
`
∥
∥
∥
∥
f
´ nď
i“1
Λ1i , ω
¯
´
nÿ
i“1
f
`
Λi, ω
˘∥∥
∥
∥
ď 4
nÿ
i“1
|B1pΛiq|`
∥
∥
∥
∥
f
´ nď
i“1
Λ1i , ω
¯
´
nÿ
i“1
f
`
Λ1i , ω
˘∥∥
∥
∥
`
nÿ
i“1
∥
∥fpΛ1i , ωq ´ fpΛi, ωq
∥
∥
ď 8
nÿ
i“1
|B1pΛiq|`
∥
∥
∥
∥
f
´ nď
i“1
Λ1i , ω
¯
´
nÿ
i“1
f
`
Λ1i , ω
˘∥∥
∥
∥
.
In order to deal with the last difference, we use that the operator in consideration
has hopping range 1, which gives for Λ˜ :“
Ťn
i“1 Λ
1
i :
H Λ˜ω “
nà
i“1
H
Λ1
i
ω .
Thus, the eigenvalues of H Λ˜ω are exactly the union of the eigenvalues of the
operators H
Λ1
i
ω , i “ 1, . . . , n. This implies
fpΛ˜, ωq “
nÿ
i“1
fpΛ1i , ωq
and hence
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛ, ωq ´
nÿ
i“1
fpΛi, ωq
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď 8
nÿ
i“1
|B1pΛiq|.
We set b : F Ñ r0,8q and bpΛq :“ 8|B1pΛq|. Let Λ P F and z P Zd. Then
obviously bpΛ ` zq “ bpΛq and bpΛq ď 8|Λ|, and for any sequence of cubes pΛnq
with increasing side length, we have bpΛnq{|Λn|Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
(iv) For Λ P F and ω P Ω we denote the |Λ| eigenvalues of HΛω (counted with multi-
plicities) by E1pH
Λ
ω q ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď E|Λ|pH
Λ
ω q. Choose n P t1, . . . , |Λ|u and ω ď ω
1, i. e.
for each z P Zd we have ωz ď ω
1
z. By the min-max-principle we get for the n-th
eigenvalue:
EnpH
Λ
ω q “ min
UĎRΛ,
dimpUq“n
max
ϕPU,
‖ϕ‖“1
xHΛωϕ,ϕy
“ min
UĎRΛ,
dimpUq“n
max
ϕPU,
‖ϕ‖“1
`
xHΛω1ϕ,ϕy ´ xpVω1 ´ Vωqϕ,ϕy
˘
ď EnpH
Λ
ω1q.
Therefore, we have for each x P R the inequality fpΛ, ωqpxq ě fpΛ, ω1qpxq.
(v) Let arbitrary ω P Ω be given. Since the operator H
t0u
ω has exactly one eigenvalue,
we have ‖fpt0u, ωq‖ “ 1. ,
Let us state the main result of this section.
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Theorem 7.2. Let Λn :“ r0, nq
dXZd. Moreover, let A Ď R, Ω :“ AZ
d
and pΩ,BpΩq,Pq
be a probability space satisfying (M1) to (M3). Consider the random Schrödinger operator
H defined in (7.2) and the associated f given in (7.5). Then there exists a set Ω˜ P BpΩq
of full measure, such that for all ω P Ω˜:
lim
nÑ8
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
|Λn|
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥
∥
“ 0,(7.7)
where f˚ P B is given by
f˚pxq :“ Epxδ0, χp´8,xspHωqδ0yq.(7.8)
Here, δ0 P ℓ
2pZdq is given by δ0p0q “ 1 and δ0pxq “ 0 for x ‰ 0. Moreover, χp´8,xspHωq
is the spectral projection of Hω on the interval p´8, xs. The convergence is quantified
by
(7.9)
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
|Λn|
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥ ď 2d`1
´26md ` 8
n´m
`
34rd ` 24
m´ r
¯
` sup
fPUK,D,D1,r1
∥
∥xfΛrm, L
r,ω
m,n ´ PΛrmy
∥
∥
|Λm|
for n,m P N, m ă n.
Proof. By Lemma 7.1 we know that the eigenvalue counting function f : F ˆ Ω Ñ B
is admissible. Thus we can apply Theorem 2.6 and obtain that there exists a function
f¯ P B and a set Ω1 P BpΩq of full measure such that for each ω P Ω1 we have
lim
nÑ8
∥
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
|Λn|
´ f¯
∥
∥
∥
∥
“ 0.(7.10)
Thus, it remains to show that f¯ equals the function
f˚ : RÑ r0, 1s, f˚pxq :“ Epxδ0, χ
ω
p´8,xsδ0yq.
Here we use ergodicity of H and infer from [PF92, Theorem 4.8] that the there is a set
Ω2 P BpΩq of full measure such that for each ω P Ω2
lim
nÑ8
fpΛn, ωqpxq
|Λn|
“ f˚pxq(7.11)
for all x P R which are continuity points of f˚. By definition, this is weak convergence of
distribution functions. Thus, as for all ω P Ω1XΩ2 we have that fpΛn, ωq{|Λn| converges
weakly to f˚ and uniformly to f¯ , which implies f¯ “ f˚. ,
Remark 7.3. ‚ The limit f˚ of the normalized eigenvalue counting functions is called
the integrated density of states or spectral distribution function of the operator H. The
fact that f˚ can be expressed as the function given in (7.8) is often referred to as the
Pastur–Shubin trace formula, named after the pioneering works [Pas71] and [Shu79]. For
more recent results in the specific context we are treating here, c. f. [Ves08, Sch13, LV09]
and the references therein.
‚ Let us also emphasize that the f˚ is a deterministic function. On the one hand this is
interesting as this implies that the normalized eigenvalue counting function converges for
almost all realizations to same limit function. On the other hand this is not surprising as
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we mentioned that H is ergodic, and in this setting it is well-known that the spectrum
(as a set) is deterministic, see for instance [PF92].
‚ The result is easily generalized to sequences of cubes pΛnqn of diverging side length
with Λn Ĺ Λn`1. The validity of the Pastur–Shubin formula shows that the limit f
˚ is
independent of the specific choice sequence of cubes pΛnqn.
‚ The statement of Theorem 7.2 has been obtained before in a different setting. In
[LMV08, LV09] ergodic random operators have been considered. The assumption of
ergodicity concerns the measure P (in our notation) and is weaker than the assumptions
(M1) to (M3) which we use here. With this regard the result of [LV09] is more general
than the one obtained here. However, under the mere assumption of ergodicity it is not
possible to obtain explicit error estimates as in (7.9). The paper [LMV08] obtains an
error estimate, similar to, but weaker then (7.9). There the setting is also different from
ours here: A needs to be countable and instead of a probability measure properties of
frequencies are used.
‚ Similar, but weaker results have been proven for Anderson-percolation Hamiltonians
in [Ves05, Ves06, LV09]. These models are particularly interesting since their integrated
density of states exhibits typically an infinite set of discontinuities, which lie dense in
the spectrum. The random variables entering the Hamiltonian may take uncountably
many different values.
8. Cluster counting functions in percolation theory
We introduce briefly percolation on Zd. Percolation comes in two flavors, site and bond
percolation. We focus on site percolation here. Part of the results have already been
obtained in [PS12]. However, we go far beyond since we not only obtain convergence of
densities, but are even able to identify the limit objects.
As before, we let Ω :“ RZ
d
. We fix the alphabet A :“ t0, 1u and a probability measure
P : BpΩq Ñ r0, 1s which is supported in AZ
d
P BpΩq, i. e. PpAZ
d
q “ 1. A configuration
ω P AZ
d
Ď Ω determines a percolation graph Γω “ pZ
d, Eωq as follows. The set of vertices
of Γω is Z
d, and an edge connects two vertices if and only if they have distance 1 and
are both “switched on” in the configuration ω “ pωzqzPZd :
Eω :“
 
tx, yu Ď Zd
ˇˇ
dpx, yq “ 1, ωx “ ωy “ 1
(
.
By this, the percolation graph Γω is well-defined for P-almost all ω P Ω, and Γω is a
random graph. For our purposes, we want P to satisfy (M1), (M2) and (M3). This setting
includes but is not limited to the product measure P “
ś
zPZd µ, where µ : BpRq Ñ r0, 1s
is any probability measure supported on A.
We need some standard terminology of graph theory. Let Γ “ pV, Eq be a graph. For
each subset Λ Ď V of the set of nodes, Γ induces a graph ΓΛ :“ pΛ, EΛq by
EΛ :“ te P E | e Ď Λu.
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A walk of length n P NY t0,8u in the graph Γ is a sequence of nodes pzjq
n
j“0 P pZ
dqn`1
such that tzj , zj`1u is an edge of Γ, i. e. tzj , zj`1u P E , for all j P N Y t0u, j ă n. Note
that a finite walk of length n contains n edges but n` 1 nodes.
If the walk pzjq
n
j“0 has finite length n ă 8, we say that it connects the points z0 and zn.
Being connected by a walk is an equivalence relation on the nodes. We denote the fact
that two points x, y P Zd are connected in the graph Γ as x
Γ
ú y.
The equivalence classes of ú are called clusters. Let Λ Ď Zd and x P Λ. The cluster
of x in the percolation graph ΓΛω restricted to Λ consists of all nodes which are connected
to x by a walk in ΓΛω :
CΛx pωq :“ ty P Z
d | x
ΓΛωú yu,
again for ω P AZ
d
, Λ Ď Zd and x, y P Λ.
8.1. Convergence of cluster counting functions. We now define a cumulative count-
ing function for clusters. As before, let F be the set of finite subsets of Zd and B the
set of bounded functions from R to R which are continuous from the right. The func-
tion f : F ˆΩÑ B counts the number of clusters in ΓΛω which are smaller then the given
threshold:
(8.1) fpΛ, ωqpλq :“
ˇˇ 
CΛz pωq
ˇˇ
z P Λ, |CΛz pωq| ď λ
(ˇˇ
.
Note that f counts clusters and not vertices in clusters.
Lemma 8.1. The cluster counting function f : F ˆ ΩÑ B given by (8.1) is admissible
in the sense of Definition 2.3 and permits a proper boundary term. Possible constants
are D “ D1 “ 2, r1 “ 1 and K “ 3.
Proof. We verify (i) to (v) of Definition 2.3.
(i) Let Λ P F and x, z P Zd be given. The percolation graph Γω is determined by
the configuration ω P Ω, for almost all ω P Ω. The shifted configuration gives
shifted clusters, i. e.
|CΛx pτzωq| “ |C
Λ`z
x`z pωq|
for all x, z P Zd. Accordingly, for all λ P R,
fpΛ, τzωqpλq “ |
 
CΛx pτzωq
ˇˇ
x P Λ, |CΛx pτzωq| ď λ
(
|
“ |
 
CΛ`zx`z pωq
ˇˇ
x P Λ, |CΛ`zx`z pωq| ď λ
(
| “ fpΛ` z, ωqpλq.
(ii) Fix Λ P F and ω, ω1 P Ω with ωΛ “ ω
1
Λ, where ωΛ :“ pωxqxPΛ as before. The
edges of ΓΛω are determined by ωΛ. Hence, Γ
Λ
ω “ Γ
Λ
ω1 , thus C
Λ
z pωq “ C
Λ
z pω
1q for
all z P Λ, and we obtain fpΛ, ωq “ fpΛ, ω1q.
(iii) In order to show almost additivity, fix ω P Ω, n P N and disjoint sets Λj P F ,
j P t1, . . . , nu. We name the union Λ :“
Ťn
j“1Λj . For x P R,
nÿ
j“1
fpΛj, ωqpxq
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is the total number of clusters of size not larger than x in the graphs Γ
Λj
ω . When-
ever dpΛj ,Λkq “ 1, the graph Γ
Λ
ω could contain edges connecting a point in Λj
with a point in Λk, depending on ω. Each of these edges join two possibly differ-
ent clusters, so for each edge, there are two less small clusters and one more large
one. By this mechanism, the number of clusters below the threshold x changes
at most by twice the number of added edges. We noteˇˇˇ
EΛω z
nď
j“1
E
Λj
ω
ˇˇˇ
ď
nÿ
j“1
|B1Λj |
and conclude
|fpΛ, ωqpxq ´
nÿ
j“1
fpΛj , ωqpxq| ď 2
nÿ
j“1
|B1Λj |
for all x P R. The choice bpΛq :“ 2|B1Λ| for Λ P F gives a proper boundary term
for f , cf. Lemma 7.1.
(iv) Let Λ P F and ω, ω1 P Ω, ω ď ω1. Then each edge of Γω is also an edge in Γω1 :
Eω Ď Eω1 . As reasoned in (iii), a new edge never increases the number of clusters
below a threshold x P R, so
fpΛ, ωqpxq ě fpΛ, ω1qpxq.
(v) For all ω P Ω, fpt0u, ωqpxq “ 0 for x ă 1 and fpt0u, ωqpxq “ 1 for x ě 1. ,
Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 8.1 immediately give the following.
Corollary 8.2. Let Λn :“ r0, nq
d X Zd for n P N and f : F ˆ Ω Ñ B be the cumulative
cluster counting function given in (8.1). There exists a set Ω˜ Ď Ω of full measure and a
function f˚ P B such that, for each ω P Ω˜,
lim
nÑ8
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
|Λn|
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥ “ 0.
For all m,n P N, m ă n, we have
∥
∥
∥
fpΛn, ωq
|Λn|
´ f˚
∥
∥
∥ ď 2d`1
´8md ` 2
n´m
`
10rd ` 6
m´ r
¯
` sup
fPUK,D,D1,r1
∥
∥xfΛrm, L
r,ω
m,n ´ PΛrmy
∥
∥
|Λm|
.
8.2. Identification of the limit. In the previous section we studied the convergence
of the counting function in (8.1) normalized with |Λn|. Next, we give a brief overview on
closely related convergence results. We sketch the proofs only briefly since these results
are not in the main focus of this paper. The heart of the section is that we do not just
give statements about convergence, but even present closed expressions of the limits.
We start with defining
(8.2) KωpΛq :“ |tC
Λ
x pωq | x P Λu|,
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which counts the number of all clusters in ΓΛω . Using this quantity we set:
apmqn pωq :“ |Λn|
´1|tCΛnx pωq | x P Λn, |C
Λn
x pωq| “ mu|,
bpmqn pωq :“ KωpΛnq
´1|tCΛnx pωq | x P Λn, |C
Λn
x pωq| “ mu|, and
cpmqn pωq :“ |Λn|
´1|tx P Λn | |C
Λn
x pωq| “ mu|,
where again Λn :“ r0, nq
d X Zd for n P N.
Lemma 8.3. In the above setting, we have almost surely
lim
nÑ8
apmqn pωq “
1
m
Pp|C0| “ mq,
lim
nÑ8
bpmqn pωq “
1
κm
Pp|C0| “ mq, and
lim
nÑ8
cpmqn pωq “ Pp|C0| “ mq,
where κ :“ Ep|C0|
´1q.
Note that the existence of the limit in the case corresponding to a
pmq
n was treated in
Section 8.1. The existence of the limits in Lemma 8.3 has already been proved in
[PS12] in the setting of bond percolation. However, the authors did not give explicit
expressions for the limit objects. For the proof of Lemma 8.3 one may use Theorem 2.6
in combination with the d-dimensional version of Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem, see [Kel98],
and the fact [Gri99] that for almost all ω:
lim
nÑ8
KωpΛnq
|Λn|
“ κ.
The above convergence results can again be extend to the associated distribution func-
tions. To formulate the corresponding result, we introduce for n P N and ω P Ω the
maps Θnω,Φ
n
ω,Ψ
n
ω : RÑ R by setting for each m P N
Θnωpmq :“
tmuÿ
j“1
apjqn pωq “
|tCΛnx pωq | x P Λn, |C
Λn
x pωq| ď mu|
|Λn|
Φnωpmq :“
tmuÿ
j“1
bpjqn pωq “
|tCΛnx pωq | x P Λn, |C
Λn
x pωq| ď mu|
KωpΛnq
, and
Ψnωpmq :“
tmuÿ
j“1
cpjqn pωq “
|tx P Λn | |Cxpωq| ď mu|
|Λn|
.
Moreover, we define the deterministic functions Θ,Φ,Ψ : RÑ R by
(8.3) Θpmq :“
tmuÿ
j“1
1
j
Pp|C0| “ jq, Φpmq :“
1
κ
Θpmq, and Ψpmq :“ Pp|C0| ď mq
for m P N.
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Theorem 8.4. In the above setting, we can find a set Ω˜ Ď Ω of full measure such that
for all ω P Ω˜ we have
lim
nÑ8
‖Θnω ´Θ‖ “ 0, limnÑ8
‖Φnω ´ Φ‖ “ 0 and limnÑ8
‖Ψnω ´Ψ‖ “ 0.
Here ‖ ¨ ‖ denotes the supremum norm in BpRq.
Let us give a brief sketch of the proof. The convergence of Θnω and Φ
n
ω follows rather
direct from Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 8.3. However, in order to obtain the convergence of
Ψnω one has to apply a different scheme, which was used in the context of the eigenvalue
counting function in [LV09, Section 6]. The strategy consist of the following steps:
One first verifies weak convergence of the distribution functions and second, shows that
νnωptλuq Ñ νptλuq for each λ P R. Here ν and ν
n
ω are the measures corresponding to Ψ
and Ψnω, respectively. Both steps together imply uniform convergence. To verify these
convergences one applies again Lemma 8.3 as well as Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem.
Remark 8.5. The first statement of Theorem 8.4 identifies the limit f˚ from Corol-
lary 8.2, namely it shows f˚ “ Θ, where Θ is given in (8.3).
Appendix A. Examples of measures
Let us discuss three classes of examples of measures P satisfying (M1), (M2) and (M3).
(a) Countable colors: Consider the case d “ 1 and let A “ N0. Let Ω “ R
Z and fix an
arbitrary product measure P˜ : BpΩq Ñ r0, 1s with support
supp P˜ Ď AZ.
We define a transformation of P˜. To this end, let constants c, β, α´c, α´c`1, . . . , αc P
N0 be given and consider the function
ϕ : ΩÑ Ω, pϕpωqqz :“ β `
cÿ
k“´c
αkωz´k.
We define P :“ P˜ ˝ ϕ´1. Let us check the conditions (M1), (M2) and (M3) for P.
In order to check (M1) let z P Z be given. Then, using stationarity of the product
measure P˜,
P ˝ τ´1z “ P˜ ˝ ϕ
´1 ˝ τ´1z “ P˜ ˝ pτz ˝ ϕq
´1
“ P˜ ˝ pϕ ˝ τzq
´1 “ P˜ ˝ τ´1z ˝ ϕ
´1 “ P˜ ˝ ϕ´1 “ P.
Let us verify condition (M2) for P. We define for each Λ P F the function
ρΛ : A
Λ Ñ R, x “ pxzqzPΛ ÞÑ ρΛpxq “ PpΠ
´1
Λ ptxuqq.
Then ρΛ is the density of the marginal measure PΛ with respect to the counting
measure on N0, since we have for each Λ P F and A P BpA
Λq
PΛpAq “
ÿ
xPA
PpΠ´1Λ ptxuqq “
ÿ
xPA
ρΛpxq.
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It remains to verify condition (M3). To this end, let Λ1, . . . ,Λn Ď Zwith mintdpΛi,Λjq |
i ‰ ju ą 2c be given. Then, using the definition of ϕ, we have for each x “ pxzqzPΛ P
Λ :“
Ťn
i“1 Λi
PpΠ´1Λ ptxuqq “ pP˜ ˝ ϕ
´1 ˝ Π´1Λ qptxuq “
nź
i“1
pP˜ ˝ ϕ´1 ˝ Π´1Λi qptxuq,
which proves that ρΛ “
śn
i“1 ρΛi .
(b) Normal distribution: Here, we treat the case d “ 1, A “ R, Ω “ RZ and set
P˜ :“
Â
zPZN p0, 1q : BpΩq Ñ r0, 1s, whereN p0, 1q is the standard normal distribution.
For c P N0 and β, α´c, α´c`1, . . . , αc P R we use
ϕ : ΩÑ Ω, pϕpωqqz “ β `
cÿ
k“´c
αkωz´k
to define P :“ P˜ ˝ ϕ´1. As before, the conditions (M1) and (M3) are implied by the
choice of ϕ and the product structure of P˜. For (M2), let Λ Ď Z be finite and first
assume that Λ “ ra, bs X Z, a, b P Z. We define the matrix
AΛ P R
Λˆta´c,...,b`cu, pAΛqi,j “ αi´j,
where αk :“ 0 if k R t´c, . . . , cu. Recall that PΛ “ P˜ ˝ ϕ
´1 ˝ Π´1Λ “ P˜ ˝ pΠΛ ˝ ϕq
´1.
For ω P Ω we get
ΠΛpϕpωqq “ AΛΠra´c,b`cspωq ` βeΛ,
where eΛ “ p1, . . . , 1q
J P RΛ. Now, it follows that PΛ is normal distributed with
mean βeΛ and covariance matrix AΛA
J
Λ. Note that AΛA
J
Λ is invertible since the rows
of AΛ are linearly independent. Thus, the measure PΛ is absolutely continuous with
respect to the multi-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
In the situation where Λ is not of the form ra, bs X Z, consider the interval I :“
rminΛ,maxΛs X Z. The measure PΛ is a marginal measure of PI and therefore has
a density.
(c) Abstract densities and finite range: In the following we develop a more general
example with densities. Again, we consider for simplicity reasons the case d “ 1,
however this is easily generalized to higher dimensions. Choose A,B P BpRq and
independent B-valued random variables X 1x, x P Z with density g : A Ñ R`. We
use the abbreviation Xrm,ℓs :“ pXm, . . . ,Xℓq. We utilize a function ϕ : B
k`1 Ñ A to
introduce the A-valued random variables
Xx :“ ϕpX
1
rx,x`ksq x P Z.
We require from ϕ, that there is a function ψ : Aˆ Bk Ñ B such that
ψpϕpxr0,ksq, xr1,ksq “ x0
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for all xr0,ks P B
k`1. Further, ψ shall be continuously differentiable w. r. t. its first
argument: ψ1 :“ D1ψ. An example of such a pair of functions is
ϕpxr0,ksq :“
1
k ` 1
kÿ
j“0
xj, ψpξ0, xr1,ksq :“ pk ` 1qξ0 ´
kÿ
j“1
xj ,
where A :“ B :“ r0, 1s and ψ1pξ0, xr1,ksq “ k` 1. In this example, pXxqx is a moving
average process. By suitable modifications, all moving average processes are seen to
be included in our setting.
Proposition A.1. Fix a finite set Λ Ď Z. Under the specified circumstances, the
joint distribution of pXxqxPΛ, is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue mea-
sure on AΛ.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we treat only the case Λ “ t1, . . . , ℓu. By con-
struction, for A1, . . . , Aℓ Ď A measurable,
p :“ PpX1 P A1, . . . ,Xℓ P Aℓq
“
ż
Bℓ`k
dxr1,ℓ`ks
ℓź
m“1
χAmpϕpxrm,m`ksqq ¨
ℓ`kź
m“1
gpxmq.
By Fubini and induction on j P t0, . . . , ℓu, we see
p “
ż
A1ˆ¨¨¨ˆAj
dξr1,js
ż
Bℓ´j`k
dxrj`1,ℓ`ks
jź
m“1
`
gpψpx˜pjqm qq|ψ
1px˜pjqm q|
˘
¨
ℓź
m“j`1
χAmpϕpxrm,m`ksqq ¨
ℓ`kź
m“j`1
gpxmq,
where x˜
pjq
j :“ pξj , xrj`1,j`ksq and, for 1 ď m ă j, the term x˜
pjq
m :“ x˜
pj´1q
m |xj ÞÑψpξj ,xrj`1,j`ksq
is generated from x˜
pj´1q
m by substituting xj by ψpξj , xrj`1,j`ksq. For the induction
step use the substitution ξj :“ ϕpxrj,j`ksq or xj “ ψpξj , xrj`1,j`ksq inż
B
dxjχAj pϕpxrj,j`ksqqfjpxjqgpxjq
“
ż
Aj
dξjfjpψpξj , xrj`1,j`ksqqgpψpξj , xrj`1,j`ksqq|ψ
1pξj , xrj`1,j`ksq|,
for any xrj`1,j`ks P B
k and suitable fj : B Ñ R`. For j “ ℓ, we conclude
p “
ż
A1ˆ¨¨¨ˆAℓ
dξr1,ℓs
ż
Bk
dxrℓ`1,ℓ`ks
ℓź
m“1
`
gpψpx˜pℓqm qq|ψ
1px˜pℓqm q|
˘
¨
ℓ`kź
m“ℓ`1
gpxmq.
We hereby identified the density with respect to the product Lebesgue measure
on Aℓ. ,
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